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�� Chelyabinsk and wide Chelyabinsk and wide 

surroundingssurroundings

�� Extremely bright Extremely bright superbolidesuperbolide

�� During local sunriseDuring local sunrise

�� Damaging blast waveDamaging blast wave

�� Massive dust trailMassive dust trail



Damage by the blast waveDamage by the blast wave

�� Many windows Many windows 
brokenbroken

�� ~ 1600 injured ~ 1600 injured 
peoplepeople

�� Collapsed roof of Collapsed roof of 
a zinc planta zinc plant



Dust trail in the atmosphereDust trail in the atmosphere



Hole in ice, Hole in ice, ChChebarkulebarkul lakelake

�� Small meteorite fragments found Small meteorite fragments found 
in icein ice

�� A 650 kg fragment recovered A 650 kg fragment recovered 
from the lake on October 16from the lake on October 16

�� 70 km 70 km W of W of 
ChelyChelyabinskabinsk

�� DiameterDiameter 8 m8 m

�� Impact observed by Impact observed by 
local fishermen and local fishermen and 
caught by a camera caught by a camera 
from distancefrom distance



MeteoritMeteoriteses under the snowunder the snow

�� TotallyTotally > 100 kg> 100 kg

�� Many other meteorites Many other meteorites 
found in spring, including found in spring, including 
a 4 kg piecea 4 kg piece

�� Ordinary chondrites, type Ordinary chondrites, type 
LL5LL5

�� South of ChelyabinskSouth of Chelyabinsk

�� Thousands of mostly small Thousands of mostly small 
meteorites, one big meteorites, one big (1,8 kg)(1,8 kg)



Available dataAvailable data

�� Videos (~700), including audio tracksVideos (~700), including audio tracks

�� Seismic recordsSeismic records

�� Infrasonic records from around the world Infrasonic records from around the world 

((CTBTOCTBTO’’ss International Monitoring System)International Monitoring System)

�� Satellite observationsSatellite observations

•• US Government sensorsUS Government sensors

•• Meteorological satellitesMeteorological satellites

�� Recovered meteoritesRecovered meteorites

�� Damage on ground Damage on ground 
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Trajectory parametersTrajectory parameters

Observed height span: 95.1 – 12.6 km

Initial velocity: 19.03 ± 0.13 km/s

Slope: 18.5°at the beginning
17° at the end

Length of luminous path: 272 km

Duration of the bolide: 16 seconds

Terminal velocity: 3.2 km/s



Bolide trajectoryBolide trajectory



Energy and SizeEnergy and Size

�� Energy from infrasonic, seismic, and US Energy from infrasonic, seismic, and US 
Government sensor data: Government sensor data: 

500 (500 (±±100) 100) ktkt TNTTNT

�� Initial mass of the asteroid from known energy Initial mass of the asteroid from known energy 
and speed:and speed:

12,000 metric tons12,000 metric tons

�� Initial size, using meteorite density (3300 kg/mInitial size, using meteorite density (3300 kg/m33):  ):  

19 meters (17 19 meters (17 –– 20 m)20 m)



Shock wave Shock wave –– Cylindrical or Cylindrical or 

Spherical?Spherical?
�� Shock wave causing Shock wave causing 

damage was cylindrical not damage was cylindrical not 

sphericalspherical

�� Ray tracing establishes Ray tracing establishes 

origin height origin height –– arrivals are arrivals are 

from various heights, not from various heights, not 

single pointsingle point

�� Secondary, weaker shocks Secondary, weaker shocks 

after main arrival are after main arrival are 

spherical from spherical from 

fragmentationfragmentation
Brown et al.



Map of glass damage with models 

of overpressure 

Popova et al.

7, 230 7, 230 

buildings 
affected



AirblastAirblast DamageDamage

in Chelyabinskin Chelyabinsk
�� Of >5000 windows Of >5000 windows 

examined, ~10% broke examined, ~10% broke 

due to initial shockdue to initial shock

�� 40% of buildings affected40% of buildings affected

�� Window glass velocity     Window glass velocity     

7 7 –– 9 9 m/sm/s

�� Shock is a few percent Shock is a few percent 

atmospheric pressureatmospheric pressure

�� Zinc factory roof collapse Zinc factory roof collapse 

near focusing?near focusing?

14Brown et al.



InjuriesInjuries

� 1,613 people asked for medical assistance 
at hospitals, 112 people were hospitalized, 
2 in serious condition; no fatalities

� Injuries were from broken glass

� Other inconveniences reported: heat, 
sunburn, painful eyes, temporal deafness, 
stress

� No significant damage or injuries from 
falling meteorites

Popova et al.



Light curve Light curve (the brightest part)(the brightest part)



Heights of fragmentationsHeights of fragmentations
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Fragmentation sequenceFragmentation sequence

�� First fragmentation at height ~ 45 km First fragmentation at height ~ 45 km 

under P ~ 0.5 under P ~ 0.5 MPaMPa (1% mass loss) (1% mass loss) 

�� Large scale disruption (95% mass loss) Large scale disruption (95% mass loss) 

at 39 at 39 –– 30 km under P = 1 30 km under P = 1 –– 5 5 MPaMPa

�� By 29 km object was 10 By 29 km object was 10 –– 20 boulders 20 boulders 

of sizesof sizes 11––3 3 m m 

�� These boulders break again at 26These boulders break again at 26––22  22  

km under P ~ 10km under P ~ 10––18 18 MPaMPa

Normal tensile strength of meteorites is ~ 50 MPa
Fractures in the body decreased the bulk strength



Initial extent of the dust trailInitial extent of the dust trail

� starting at height 
~70 km

� diameter 2–3 km   
between  heights 
60–25 km

� volume ~600 km3



Within days, the dust circled the globeWithin days, the dust circled the globe

Gorkavyi et al. 
(2013)



Past Past impactorsimpactors

5050IndonIndoneesisiaa (2009)(2009)

(100?)(100?)Brazil (1930) Brazil (1930) -- unconfirmedunconfirmed

2020MarshallMarshall IslandsIslands (1994)(1994)

1010SiSikhkhoteote AlinAlin (1947)(1947)

500500ChelyChelyabinskabinsk (2013)(2013)

(1 500)(1 500)Indian Ocean (1963) Indian Ocean (1963) -- unconfirmedunconfirmed

1010 000000Tunguzka (1908)Tunguzka (1908)

EnergEnergy (y (ktkt TNT*TNT*))EventEvent

1515HiroHiroshimashima bomb (1945)bomb (1945)

50 00050 000Largest nuclear explosionLargest nuclear explosion ((UUSSR 1961)SSR 1961)

*1 kt TNT = 4,185 ×1012 J



Brown
et al.

Enhanced flux of 
small impactors?



Orbits of Chelyabinsk and a 2Orbits of Chelyabinsk and a 2--km km 

asteroid 86039 (1999 NC43)asteroid 86039 (1999 NC43)



HypothesisHypothesis

�� Recent (<10Recent (<1055 yr) collision of 86039 with yr) collision of 86039 with 

another asteroid created Chelyabinsk another asteroid created Chelyabinsk 

�� Such Such collision(scollision(s) may be the reason of ) may be the reason of 

more 10more 10--50 m 50 m impactorsimpactors existing than existing than 

corresponds to the equilibriumcorresponds to the equilibrium



Why not discovered before impactWhy not discovered before impact??

Approached 
from the 
direction of 
Sun

Even in the 
opposite 
case, the 
chance of 
discovery 
would be 
slight with 
current 
telescopes

P. Chodas, NASA/JPL



SummarySummary

�� ChelyaChelyabinskbinsk –– the first asteroid disaster in the first asteroid disaster in 

(modern) history(modern) history

�� Damage was from the blast waveDamage was from the blast wave. . If the body If the body 

were stronger and penetrated deeper intact, the were stronger and penetrated deeper intact, the 

blast wave would be more damagingblast wave would be more damaging

�� ChelyaChelyabinskbinsk demonstrated that 20demonstrated that 20--m asteroids m asteroids 

areare dangerousdangerous

�� Another potential riskAnother potential risk –– misidentification with misidentification with 

military attackmilitary attack

�� Asteroids of such size maybe more numerous Asteroids of such size maybe more numerous 

than previously thoughtthan previously thought



Mitigation of the risk of small Mitigation of the risk of small 

asteroidsasteroids

�� Discover asteroid days to weeks before Discover asteroid days to weeks before 
impactimpact

�� Compute the impact point. If it is in Compute the impact point. If it is in 
inhabited area, warn and evacuate peopleinhabited area, warn and evacuate people

�� ATLAS initiative (Asteroid TerrestrialATLAS initiative (Asteroid Terrestrial--
Impact Last Alert System) of Univ. of Impact Last Alert System) of Univ. of 
Hawaii Hawaii –– small telescopes, cheapsmall telescopes, cheap

�� But only ~ 60% of sky is accessible from But only ~ 60% of sky is accessible from 
the ground the ground –– go to spacego to space



Tunguzka (Tunguzka (JunJun 30,30, 1908)1908)

Region damaged by the blast 
wave: 60 x 40 km

comparison with Rome

Kulik expedition, 1928



SiSikkhotehote AlinAlin ((Feb 12,Feb 12, 1947)1947)

~23 tons of iron meteorites
the largest piece 1700 kg
the larges crater ∅ 27 m



CarancasCarancas Crater Crater (Peru)(Peru)

15 Sep 2007

∅ 14 m

depth 3 m

ordinary 
chondrite

original 
meteoroid size
0.9 – 1.7 m 

only


